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Abstract
The development of deep-learning technology
has improved the quality of several tasks in the
field of natural language processing. Exam-
ples of these tasks include response, dialogue,
and text-generation systems. However, some
contributions can be made to the literature. In
particular, there are challenges in text genera-
tion in the music genre. In this study, we pro-
pose a lyrics generation system that considers
topics and includes metaphors. First, we ana-
lyzed the features of a corpus of Japanese lyrics
based on the number of moras, Latent Dirichlet
Allocation topic estimation, and semantic tex-
tual similarity using sentence-BERT(S-BERT).
We thereafter propose a system based on the
results of the analysis. In this system, succeed-
ing lyrics are generated as input to the preced-
ing lyrics. A figurative verb was generated as
a noun in the extracted template lyrics. The
template verb was replaced with a figurative
verb and the replaced template was comple-
mented by a pretrained BERT mask language
model fine-tuned with the lyrics corpus to gen-
erate lyrics. The system outputs lyrics with
metaphors that reflect the characteristics of the
actual lyrics and their coherence with topics in
the input lyrics.

1 Introduction

Natural language processing (NLP) techniques
have evolved rapidly over the last decade. NLP
involves various tasks such as machine transla-
tion, summerization, dialogue systems, question
answering systems, and text generation. Presently,
general-purpose language modeling tools such as
GPT and BERT are available to everyone over the
web to tackle these tasks. Among these tasks, text
generation has garnered the attention of several re-
searchers. Generating texts of comparable quality
to that of humans is also an important independent
task.

Several studies have been conducted on lyric-
generating systems for text generation in music.

Zhang et al.(Zhang et al., 2020) proposed a user-
interactive lyrics generation system. Qian et al.
(Qian et al., 2023) proposed a lyrics generation sys-
tem that incorporates text and music information.
Some lyrics generation systems limited to raps and
based on transformers were also proposed by Xue
et al.(Xue et al., 2021) and Nikolov et al.(Nikolov
et al., 2020). However, Rodrigues et al. (Rodrigues
et al., 2022) demonstrated the feasibility of us-
ing generative models for English and Portuguese
lyrics generation by fine-tuning the GPT-2. Con-
versely, the problem has been reported that some
phrases generated by the system have lost their
meaning. This contextual collapse has been fre-
quently reported in GPT-2.

Watanabe et al.(Watanabe et al., 2014) suggested
the importance of maintaining topic coherence in
lyrics generation. For instance, lyrics often include
the lyricist’s assertion, and sometimes include a
topic that represents the entire work such as “love”
or “dreams.” Thus, the topic is an important fac-
tor in lyrics generation. Wang and Zhao (Wang
and Zhao, 2019) improved the connectivity and
coherence of lyrical topics using generative mod-
els. A multichannel seq2seq model with attention
addresses this problem. To create an appropriate
corpus, the lyrics’ topics were extracted using topic
classification. We studied Chinese song lyrics and
made significant improvements to them.

In contrast, the importance of metaphorical
expressions in lyrics has also been highlighted.
Kagita et al.(Kagita et al., 2013) analyzed real
lyrics and found that several types of lyrics ex-
ist. Among them, figurative terms such as sim-
ile and “uniqueness of co-occurred terms” were
found to be more memorable. The term “unique-
ness of co-occurred terms” refers to the use of
a combination of nouns and verbs that do not
normally co-occur. These can be regarded as
“verb-metaphor.” Verb-metaphors are the targets
of metaphor generation. Additionally, few stud-



ies have proposed a computational approach for
generating metaphors in Japanese, and their tar-
gets are metonymy and similes. For instance,
Takahashi and Ohshima(Takahashi and Ohshima,
2019) demonstrated the effectiveness of expressing
metonymy (personification metaphors) using a Kro-
necker product. Mitsuishi and Shimada(Mitsuishi
and Shimada, 2019) created a dataset of similes
in Japanese, and proposed a neural network sys-
tem to automatically generate novel metaphori-
cal expressions. However, few studies have fo-
cused on metaphors in lyrics generation, although
it is not a study aimed at lyrics generation, as one
of these types of metaphor generation methods,
Umemura and Kano (Umemura and Kano, 2021)
presented a model for a metaphor generator based
on the concept metaphor theory (Lawler, 1983) us-
ing templates and Japanese case frames (Daisuke
and Sadao, 2005). For machine learning, the au-
thors considered that there were insufficient learn-
ing data for catchphrases and adopted a rule-based
method. The results exhibit superior performance
compared to the rule-based method based on pars-
ing (Iwama and Kano, 2018).

In this study, we propose a lyrics generation
system that maintains topic coherence and applies
metaphorical generation. We also use one of these
models based on a transformer, more specifically
BERT, to generate natural language for song lyrics
to address the contextual collapse problem.

2 Lyrics Analysis

To propose a system that reflects existing lyrics’
characteristics, lyrics analysis was performed.

2.1 Methods
2.1.1 Lyrics Corpus Collecting
We extracted Japanese lyrics from the Uta-net web-
site1 as a Japanese lyrics corpus. The Japanese
songs were recorded by omitting duplicates. In
Table 1, each lyric sample is preprocessed into a
pair of preceding and succeeding sentences, and
thereafter subjected to data cleaning. Lyric pairs
were collected using the following procedure:

(I) Lyrics comprising only stop words must be
omitted. For instance, the symbols ( , !,
etc...) and lyrics like “La La La” have been
removed.

(II) Saving lyrics with three or more characters.
1https://www.uta-net.com/

(III) Duplicate sentences were removed.

(IV) In the case of songs that contained languages
other than Japanese, only parts in which the
Japanese sentences were continuous were
extracted.

Ultimately, 5.12 million Japanese lyrics pairs were
collected. After applying this rule, depending on
the results of the topic classification described later,
the lyrics were divided into a corpus of lyrics for
each topic. The divided lyrics corpus was used for
fine-tuning BERT.

2.1.2 Mora and sementic similarity
The collected lyrics were analyzed from the per-
spectives of mora and semantic textual similarity.
A mora is a segmental unit of sound with tempo-
ral length. Unlike syllables, which are defined by
phonological structures, they depend on the length
of the sounds within each language. Therefore,
the moras differ among languages. In Japanese,
one kana character is essentially one mora. Vowels
were counted in the analysis, because 1 Japanese
kana character contains one vowel. The distribu-
tion of moras in all lyrics was investigated.

Semantic textual similarity was determined by
the relationship between the preceding and suc-
ceeding lyrics. In this study, the cosine distance is
adopted to calculate the semantic textual similarity.
Sentence-BERT(Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) was
used to calculate the semantic textual similarity.

2.1.3 Topic Classification
Topic classification is a technique for predicting
and classifying document topics based on words
that appear in a document. Latent Dirichlet Allo-
cation (LDA) has been used for topic classification
(Blei et al., 2003). LDA classifies topics based
on the distinctiveness of words. There are vari-
ous methods for calculating the distinctiveness of a
word. Among them, term saliency (Chuang et al.,
2012) has been applied. The distinctiveness of
word w in topic T is defined as follows:

distinctiveness(w) =
∑
T

P (T |w) log P (T |w)
P (T )

Stop-word lists were used to create document
feature vectors. For the stop-word list, Sloth-
lib(Ohshima et al., 2007) stop-words were adopted.
Slothlib stop-words can be used to remove symbols
and stop-words such as ‘a,’ ‘an,’ and ‘the.’

https://www.uta-net.com/


Preceding Lyric Succeeding Lyric
流れるまんま流されたら 抗おうか美しい鰭で

(If we are swept away by the flow) （Shall we resist with our beautiful fins?）

Table 1: Lyrics pair example from “美しい鰭” byスピッツ

2.2 Results
2.2.1 Mora and semantic textual similarity
The analysis result of the mora of the lyrics corpus
is shown in Fig.1,2,3.

Figure 1: Distribution of mora of the preceding sentence
of the lyric pair.

Fig.1 and 2 show that the lyrics mora were
concentrated at approximately 13 with a high fre-
quency, regardless of whether the lyrics preceded
or succeeded. Successful sentences tended to oc-
cur slightly more frequently. Fig.3 shows that the
difference in moras between the preceding and suc-
ceeding lyrics was concentrated at zero, and the
difference tended to be small. Based on these facts,
it can be said that the smaller the difference, the
closer the mora is to the real lyrics. It can also
be said that the more succeeding moras, the closer
they are to the real lyrics.

Fig.4 shows that the cosine distance between
all lyrics data pairs was approximately 0.706, on
average, at 95 % confidence. The range of values
was adjusted such that the closer it was to 0, the
closer the semantic distance, and the closer it was
to 2, the farther away.

2.2.2 Topic Classification
Fig.5 shows that fixing the number of topics to
six was the best because the perplexity was low

Figure 2: Distribution of mora of the succeeding sen-
tence of the lyric pair.

Figure 3: Difference of mora between the lyric pair.



Figure 4: Cosine distance between the lyric pair.

Figure 5: Evaluation of LDA topic classification by
perplexity and coherence metrics

and the coherence was high. Then, the number of
topics was fixed at six, and all collected Japanese
lyrics were classified. The classification results
were used as a criterion for template selection. The
lyrics corpus was then divided into six topics based
on LDA results.

Fig.6 shows the frequency distribution by topic
for the entire lyrics corpus. Fig.7 shows the mean
value of the cosine distance for each topic. Ta-
ble 2 summarizes the results of the word-by-topic
classification.

Figure 6: Topic classification results for lyrics corpus
by LDA. The vertical axis shows the number of words
belonging to each topic.

Figure 7: Mean value of the cosine distance for each
topic.



Rank Topic1 Topic2 Topic3 Topic4 Topic5 Topic6
1 君(You) 夢(Dream) 世界(World) 恋(Love) お前(You) キミ(You)
2 僕(I) 空(Sky) 生き(Live) 夜(Night) 今日(Today) 恋(Love)
3 好き(Like) 心(Heart) 人間(Human) 花(Flower) 人生(Life) 好き(Like)
4 心(Heart) 風(Wind) 全て(All) 夢(Dream) 明日(Tomorrow) 魔法(Magic)
5 言葉(Words) 明日(Tomorrow) 無い(Nothing) 海(Sea) 早く(Quickly) ハト(Pigeon)

Table 2: Top five keywords in each topic

3 Lyrics Generation

We proposed a lyrics generation system based on
the results of lyrics analysis. Fig.8 shows the con-
figuration of the system. The system generates
succeeding lyrics as input to the preceding lyrics.

Figure 8: Configuration of the system.

3.1 Methods

3.1.1 Template Extract
The template was extracted from a Japanese lyric
corpus. Template extraction was performed using
the semantic textual similarity of Sentence-BERT
(S-BERT)(Reimers and Gurevych, 2019). S-BERT
is a modification of the pretrained BERT that uses
new learning methods to calculate semantic sen-
tence embedding, which can be compared using co-
sine distance. S-BERT reduces the effort required
to determine the pair that is most similar to BERT.
The Japanese pretrained S-BERT was used.

Based on the results of the mora in the lyrics
analysis, the constraint is that the mora difference

from the input sentence is up to one. At 95 %
confidence intervals, the mean difference is approx-
imately from -0.25 to -0.24. A mora is an integer
value set to 1 by rounding.

According to the results of the LDA topic clas-
sification, the succeeding sentences of the lyrics
data for the same topic in the Japanese lyrics cor-
pus as the input sentence were taken as correct
data. In the correct data, the top five lyrics with
cosine distances close to this value were extracted
as templates.

3.1.2 Metaphor Generation
When the template lyrics contained a noun and
verb, a verb metaphor was generated based on the
noun in the template. A figurative verb was gener-
ated for the noun in the template, and replacing the
verb in the template with the figurative verb with
the template created lyrics containing metaphors.
Referring to previous studies(Umemura and Kano,
2021), metaphors were generated using the follow-
ing procedure.

(I) Obtain a set of particle verbs that co-occur
with nouns. The Kyoto University case
frame(Daisuke and Sadao, 2005) was used
to obtain co-occurrence.

(II) Obtain nouns that co-occur with the verbs(1).

(III) Calculate the degree of abstraction for
nouns(2) and select nouns with an absolute
value of 0.5 or more from the input noun as
a candidate for the starting region.

(IV) Obtain verbs co-occurring with nouns(3).
Verbs that match the verbs obtained in
verbs(1) were excluded.

(V) Select verbs with low tf-idf values from
verbs(4).

(VI) Combining nouns and verbs(4) into
metaphorical expressions.

The case frame was an arrangement of usage and
its related nouns organized by usage. Using a case



frame allows verb metaphors (the acquisition of
rare co-occurring pairs of nouns and verbs). When
a figurative verb was selected, the target verb in the
template was removed.

Previous studies (Umemura and Kano, 2021)
used the degree of polysemy for scoring; however,
its effectiveness has not yet been confirmed. In
this study, tf-idf was used for scoring to generate
novel metaphors. Tf-idf was originally a value
measuring the importance of a word in a document.
The formula for the tf-idf of verb v for noun n is
defined as follows. In the following, co-occurrence
frequency of verb v with noun n is referred to as
fvn, total number of nouns in the case frame as N ,
and number of nouns co-occurring with verb v as
Nv, term frequency of verb v in noun n as tfvn,
Inverse Document Frequency of verb v in nouns as
idfv.

tfvn =
fvn∑
v fvn

, idfv = log
N

Nv

tf -idfvn = tfvn · idfv

3.1.3 Masked Language Modeling
The nouns obtained in generating metaphors
are replaced with nouns in the template, and
the verb is replaced with verbs in the template.
GINZA(Matsuda, 2020) was used to determine the
main noun and main verb in the sentence. After-
wards, insert [MASK] after the metaphorical verb.
If no figurative verb was generated, insert [MASK]
before the metaphorical noun. This insertion proce-
dure solves grammatical problems caused by verb
and noun substitutions in templates.

The BERT model was compatible with the tem-
plate used. This was because of the masked lan-
guage modeling of the BERT training method,
which hides arbitrary words in a given string of
training data and learns to predict those hidden
words. Combining BERT and templates also makes
it possible to maintain the context of lyrics, which
is an issue in GPT. In addition, BERT was a state-
of-the-art masked language model at the time of
this study. Using fine-tuned BERT not only cor-
rects grammatical errors but also leads to topic
coherence. Owing to the nature of fine-tuning, de-
velopment is also possible using a limited amount
of data.

For masked language modeling, a Japanese pre-
trained BERT2 fine-tuned on a lyrics corpus was

2https://github.com/cl-tohoku/bert-japanese/

used. The architecture of the BERT model is sim-
ilar to the original BERT model Devlin et al.’s
(2019). Fine-tuning was performed with the fol-
lowing configurations 3.

3.1.4 Re-ranking

The same S-BERT model was used for template
extraction. The template based on the generated
metaphor and the input sentence was re-ranked and
presented in order from those whose cosine dis-
tance was close to 0.706, based on the lyrics anal-
ysis results of semantic textual similarity between
the preceding and succeeding lyrics.

3.2 Results

Examples of each sequence are listed in Ta-
ble4,5,6,7,8. A toatl of five examples of the output
are listed in Table9 when the preceding lyric “流れ
るまんま流されたら（If we are swept away by
the flow）”, whose the actual succeeding lyric is
“抗おうか美しい鰭で（Shall we resist with our
beautiful fins?）”. There were three topics when
the input lyric was 3. The numbers of moras and
topics of these outputs are also shown.

3.3 Discussions

First, we discuss the output lyrics from the perspec-
tive of moras. As summarized in Table9, sentence
1 is a complete match between the input sentence
and the mora, and the rank is 1. Sentence 2 has
16 moras, which is 3 more than the input sentence
but more than sentences 3, 4, and 5, which have
fewer moras than the input sentence. From the
moras analysis, it can be said that the output result
is appropriate.

Next, we discuss the output lyrics from the per-
spective of grammar. As summarized in table9,
there were no grammatical errors in Japanese. For
sentences 1 and 5, rare metaphorical expressions
were generated. This is because ‘feelings’ never
‘scatter’ and ‘shadows’ never ‘feel.’ Although sen-
tences 2, 3, and 4 are originally metaphorical ex-
pressions, they contain idioms that are used in ev-
eryday life such as “change the world.” In other
words, these sentences cannot be considered as rare
metaphorical expressions.

Finally, we discussed the output lyrics from the
perspective of topic coherence. As summarized
in table9, sentences 1, 2, and 5 maintained topic
coherence, based on the LDA topic classification re-
sults. However, Sentences 3 and 4 did not maintain

https://github.com/cl-tohoku/bert-japanese/


Model architecture BERT base model
Optimizer AdamW

Epochs 5
Adam’s epsilon 1e-12

Table 3: Configurations of fine-tuning

Template
溢れる想いが四方に散った

(Overflowing feelings scattered in all directions)
挫けそうになった思い出

(Memories that almost crushed me)
ふりむけばこの世界の

(If I turn around, this world’s)
くだらないぜその人生

(That life is silly)
不安の影奪い去っていく

(The shadow of anxiety is taken away)

Table 4: Examples of template.

Metaphor Pair
想い, -(Feeling,-)

思い出，語る(Memories,)
世界，変える(World,)
人生，送る(Life,)

不安，感じる(Anxiety,)

Table 5: Examples of metaphor pair(noun and verb).

Masked Sentence
[MASK]想いが四方に散った

([MASK] feelings scattered in all directions)
挫けそうに語る[MASK]思い出

(Desperately talking [MASK] Memories)
変える[MASK]この世界の

(Change [MASK] of this world’s)
送る[MASK]その人生
(Send [MASK] that life)
不安の影感じる[MASK]

(Feel the shadow of anxiety [MASK])

Table 6: Examples of metaphor pair(noun and verb).

Results of Masked Language Modeling
その想いが四方に散った

(This feelings scattered in all directions)
挫けそうに語る遠い思い出

(Desperately talking far memories)
変えるよこの世界の

(I’ll change this world’s)
送るよその人生
(I’ll send that life)
不安の影感じるまま

(Feeling the shadow of anxiety)

Table 7: Examples of metaphor pair(noun and verb).

topic coherence. In summary, three of the five out-
put lyrics maintained topical coherence. The topic
number of the input lyrics was three, which was
the second-largest topic, as shown in Fig.6. When
the number of lyrics included in a topic is small,
the accuracy of the fine-tuned BERT model may be
affected by the training data. In addition, there was
no significant difference in the mean value of the
cosine distance for each topic, as shown in Fig.7.
Therefore, the cosine distance is not considered to
affect topic classification.

4 Conclusions

In this study, we analyzed the Japanese lyrics cor-
pus from the perspective of LDA topic classifica-
tion and moras. We also propose the application
of metaphor generation to lyrics generation and
a system for thematically aware lyrics generation.
Consequently, lyrics that were grammatically cor-
rect and included metaphorical expressions were
generated. In addition, more than half of the out-
puts maintained topic coherence. However, it is
necessary to evaluate the output lyrics of this sys-
tem in humans.
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